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Abstract—MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are endogenous non-coding
small RNAs, which play important roles in post-transcriptional
regulation of gene expression via mRNA cleavage or translation
inhibition. Several machine learning-based approaches have been
developed to identify novel miRNAs from next generation
sequencing (NGS) data. Usually, precursor/genomic sequences
were essentially required as references for most methods.
However, the non-availability of genomic sequences is often a
limitation in miRNA discovery in non-model organisms. It is thus
necessary to develop a systematic approach to determine novel
miRNAs without reference sequences. In this study, an effective
method was developed to identify miRNAs from non-model
plants based only on NGS datasets with several significant
structure-related features by using support vector machine
(SVM) algorithm. The accuracy of the independent test reached
96.61 % and 93.04 % for dicots (Arabidopsis) and monocots
(rice), respectively. This novel approach was also complied as a
user-friendly program, called microRPM (microRNA Prediction
Model),
and
freely
available
at
http://microRPM.itps.ncku.edu.tw.
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I. RESULTS
MiRNAs are important gene regulators in different biological
pathways and species, and a growing number of studies thus
focus on identifying miRNAs from non-model organisms.

However, most of the existing miRNA identification tools
depend on identifying miRNA precursors, and the need for
reference sequences means that they cannot be used with
organism that lack whole genome/transcriptome sequences. An
effective miRNA prediction model was therefore developed in
this study for non-model organisms. Only a small RNA
sequencing dataset is required in microRPM for novel miRNA
identification. As we known, miR-BAG [1], miRDeep2 [2, 3],
and miReader [4] are three microRNA prediction methods that
discover microRNA from NGS data currently. Among them,
miReader [4] is only one algorithm that does not need
sequenced genome to predict microRNAs. However, the
program of miR-BAG provided on the web were crashed.
Therefore, Table 1 only illustrates the comparisons among
miReader, miRDeep and microRPM. Due to the model running
time of miReader was time-consuming, and the performance
was bad (accuracy=56.95%) when using Arabidopsis dataset,
we did not test rice on miReader. Significantly, microRPM
shown the best performance in all datasets. Especially, the
sensitivity, specificity, precision, and accuracy reached 98.15
%, 95.07 %, 95.22 %, and 96.61 % when using Arabidopsis
dataset based on reference-non-required model of microRPM,
respectively (Table 1). The effective model is provided in
microRPM
and
freely
available
at
http://microRPM.itps.ncku.edu.tw. We hope that the
microRPM can advance the miRNA researches.

Table 1. Performance comparisons among miReader, miRDeep2, and microRPM.
Model

Test dataset

Organism

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

Precision
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

Reference
sequence

miReader [4]

GSM850278

Arabidopsis

14.12

99.77

98.4

56.95

No

GSM850278

Arabidopsis
Rice

86.02
79.19

86.25
80.34

86.85
82.11

Yes

GSM816687

87.67
85.02

Yes

GSM850278

Arabidopsis

98.15

95.07

95.22

96.61

No

GSM816687

Rice

94.91

91.17

91.49

93.04

No

miRdeep2 [3]
microRPMa
a

Reference-non-required model. Training feature: Triplet element.
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